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Watch out world; here we come

Four years, and in some cases more, of studying, hard work, finals and trying to find a parking space are over. There will be no more cramming sessions, lectures or grades.

Unfortunately, there will also be no more as many nights of Pinty Penny, Wise Guys and destroying the brain cells you attempted to fill with knowledge. But, despite those nights of fun, give this: University, you still managed to maintain some knowledge.

The result, finally, is a diploma and the hope of moving from the artificial world of academia to the real and seemingly unvenered world outside of this campus.

You are new in the real world, and for better or for worse, you have to succeed in it.

No longer will you be asked to learn, do homework, go to class and take tests. You will be asked to do things. Nothing is a theory any more—you have to actually do it.

There is no more business theory. You either make money or become unemployed.

Education majors will actually have to teach other people, not just make the teacher think they can.

Engineering majors will not just be taking tests anymore. If they fail, a lot of money will be lost, and quite possibly, so will lives.

Aviation majors, obviously, better be able to fly a plane.

Student-athletes will have to prepare to be neither students nor athletes.

Communications majors will have to attempt to communicate in a very tight job market.

And psychology majors, should they become therapists, will have to make sure they don’t turn their patients into baraka-toting maniacs bent on world destruction.

The real world can be scary, because for the past 20-plus years, we have been programmed in the world of school, homework and tests. But now, failure will no longer be an option. Companies do not put their employees on academic probation.

The result, finally, is a diploma and the hope of moving from the artificial world of academia to the real and seemingly unvenered world outside of this campus.

You are now in the real world, and for better or for worse, you have to succeed in it.

And now, as you embark on the next step of your lifetime of learning, I leave you with wisdom in the immortal words of Thornton Nelsen;

“Look out for No. 1,” he said.

“But don’t step in No. 2!”
Career Services specialist advises graduates to focus for job market

Robbins said preparation, perseverance key to landing a career

Leah Williams lewilliams@dailyEgyptian.com

Once he has walked through the procession during Saturday's graduating ceremonies, Tom Brink said he is moving to California.

"I would like to preferably work in an advertising agency, but I could also work in brand management," said Brink, who will be completing his master's in business administration. "I want to work anywhere in California, just as long as there is no snow."

Though Brink does know where he wants to begin his career, his academic studies have prevented him from applying.

SIUC's Career Services reminds Brink and others graduating to prepare themselves for the working world. Career Services specialist Beverly Robbins advised the approaching graduates to focus on what they would like to achieve.

"Students need to focus on career goals and decide what kind of job they are looking for," Robbins said.

One of the first processes in landing a job is networking. Robbins said be generic so it could be adjusted according to the job the person is being interviewed for.

Robbins also said in today's technological world, graduating students should utilize all media sources available to them. Career Services' online job search program, called the Saluki Recruit, allows students to post resumes on the Internet. They could apply to the jobs listed or have employers review their resume.

Robbins also encourages students to use other job search websites, such as monster.com and hotjobs.com, in order to find opportunities outside Southern Illinois.

"Using some of the bigger electronic job search programs will give you an idea of what the job market is away from your own little geographic area," she said. "With the professional sites, you can find more opportunities in California, Minnesota or wherever you would like to go."

She said another good way to find a job is networking. "Next people do not get the job because of some classified ad," Robbins said. "They get it because of someone networking. They know somebody who knows somebody in the field, so you need to let everyone you know that you are looking for a job and are available. You never know who may know of a job that is of interest to you."

When it comes to the interviewing process, Robbins said preparation is key. Students could log on to the Career Services website and view potential questions an interviewer may ask. Career Services also provides mock interviews, so students can get a better idea of how to act during an interview. Students should also research the company they want to work for before meeting with the employers. Newspapers, trade magazines and websites are just some of the examples they should use in researching careers.

Though the job market is very competitive, Robbins said those graduating must be patient and persistent when it comes to looking for work.

"It will take a lot of work to be able to find a job," she said. "Sending your resume out is step one. The follow-up is just as important. Once you send a resume out, you need to give them five days and call the employer and ask, 'Did you get my resume? Is there any other information I could provide you? When will you be going interviews? Can we set up an interview time right now?'"

Robbins said he mostly encourages graduating students to plan accordingly before they enter their careers.

"My best advice is to prepare yourself as much as you can for the job market," Robbins said. "Be knowledgeable about the field and be knowledgeable about the companies you are applying to."

While Brink will find out for himself the transition from college student to college graduate, he said overall he has had a memorable time at SIUC.

"I have enjoyed my classes and professors," he said. "I enjoyed meeting new people. By in large, if I had to choose, I would say that I have had a positive experience."
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Candidates for Degrees

The following lists contain the names of candidates for degrees, the granting of which is contingent upon successful completion of all requirements for the degree.

An asterisk (*) to the right of the name indicates membership in the University Honors program (undergraduate students only). A double asterisk (**) to the right of the name indicates the person is a candidate for multiple degrees. University Academic Honors listed to the right of the name are as follows for undergraduate students:

- cum laude: 3.500 to 3.749
- magna cum laude: 3.750 to 3.899
- summa cum laude: 3.900 to 4.000

The grade point averages above apply firstly to all work taken at Southern Illinois University Carbondale and in the case of transfer students then to the total work as an additional, but secondary qualification.

The list was provided by the Office of Admissions and Records. If there are any problems, or omissions, please contact them at 453-4381.

College of Agricultural Sciences
Bachelor of Science

Joseph Riley Alcorn
Mary Kathleen Archambault
Susan Elizabeth Baker
Carson Wayne Barnett
Kelly A. Boetmer
Thomas Karl Boniak
David Roy/Booze!! Bostic
Taylor Joseph Burkett
Lisa Kimberlv Ciucci
magna cum laude
David William Cmunt
Jason 1'v1ichael Copdand
Carrie Elizabeth Cox
summa cum laude
Dustin Lee Craig
Jamie L. Dallandrea
Cory Louis Donnel
summa cum laude
Justin Alexander Donnell
Jeremy Greg Dose
Constance Jean Eater
Chad Edward Edsion
Rick Paul Flesner
cum laude
Annie M. Fox
magna cum laude
Sam Kristen Frielidich
Cassandra Ann Fuhr
Joshua Steven Gaebe
Benedette Mamo Gilbert
Robert Dale Gilliam,Jr.
Elin Ann Griffin
Brya Elizabeth Harmon
Christen Laurel Hays
Lauren Christine Hottes
magna cum laude
Si Weck Jung
David Harvey Jones
Mary Louise Kandi
cum laude
Katherine Anne Kiefler
Mark Allen Kirk
Cory Stephen Klise
Stan G. Koch
Stacey Lee Kwege
Ted M. Leseke
Kevin Walton Mahy
Sarah Alixix Mamt
Candis Ree McCarty
summa cum laude
Shawn Michael Neier
seven Mathias Mette
cum laude
Gregory Andrew Mieczarek
Amy Lynn Minor
Jason Philips Mozetter**
Darrell Leonard Muskopf
Rasul Kaninaa Newson
Jami Renee Palmer
Jeanine Marie Patton
Virginia A. Pertice
Nicholas Matthew Racine
Gina Marie Redman
Thomas Lawrence Redy
Elizabeth Ann Reinhardt
Justin Dunaway Richards**
Paul Ryan Richards
Gregory Scott Rutle
Jai:mes Axon Shelby
Jennifer Lynn Sievers
Kimberly A. Snyder
Jennifer Lynn Spiller
Courtney Jans Sponder
cum laude
Matthew Paul Swanson
Ethan Joel Weisbecht*
Manolo Tava
Chad Michael Yocum
Daniel Robert Ziemens

College of Applied Sciences and Arts
Bachelor of Science

Yusuf Abdullah
cum laude
David Michael Adauto
Troy Lamar Akins
Lisa Shumali Ali
Cris/s Fredrichs Amoo-Mensah
Christopher James Andrews
Patrick Elaine Anderson
Anthony Robert Ascher
David Wayne Ashley
Alam Ashraf
Roberto Carlos Baldenas
David Andrew Baldwin
Jason Michael Baiger
Bryan Kent Barnard
Samuel Eugene Barrett
Anthony Wayne Bean
magna cum laude
Nesir Anthony Bell
Daniel Robert Ziems

Spring Break In Panama City Beach, Florida!

WE DELIVER!

800 feet of Gulf Beach Frontage • 2 Large Outdoor Swimming Pools • Saltwater Hot Tub • Private Beach Access • Multiple Restaurants • Lazy River Ride & Water Slide

World’s Longest Keg Party • Live Band & DJ Wet T-Shirt, Hard Body & Venus Swimwear Contests

WE DELIVER!

800.488.8826 - www.sandpiperbeacon.com
College of Business and Administration

Bachelor of Science

Sorrento Allan Agnew
Ozger A. Akin
Handan Aref Al Shammari
Adhar Ali
Faisal Mathai Almazra
Miriam Ahmed Ansh-uz-Frarry
Elise T. Awad
Craig William Baskey
Stephen James Bassett
Ashley Latessa Barrett
Timothy Walter Beecher
Kate Lynne Bleckeruder
Erin Colleen Boland
George Andrew Brady
Lauren Ashley Burger
Shayla Denise Burns
Jason William Casey
Yanis Lee Chellie
Andrew Cheswetcly
Natalie Nisha Chiles
ten-pi Chiu
En Leigh Cholli
Benjamin A. Chitman
Sean Anndrew Chibucas
Courtney Enesie Clark
Daniel R. Clark**
Jessi Kayla Clark
Aaron Joseph Coan
Tamiya Renee Cole
Megan Renee Conrado
Mickel D. Conde
Kevin Michael Corver
Gretcher Leniee Cox
Tessa Lynn Cunningham
Amber Limetic Dillard
Shawlyn Mac Dungan
Susan J. Exert

Summa cum laude**

Julie Marie Eguizabal
Ayse Begum Ergen
Kelly Ann Meliss Robinson Escottroy
Los Angelica Espinosa
Bradley Edmond Feger
Ashley Renee Fat
Steven Jay Fisher II
Robert C. Feld
Paul S. Frelitas
Maureen Ellen Fuller
Shiloe L. Ganster**
Amy L. Galloway
Lori A. Garner
David B. Geis
Darvis Leonard Gordon
Audra M. Hall
cum laude
Shannon N. Hampton
Kyoko Harashima
Michele DaAnn Hudlin
Sarah Elizabeth Hayden
Nathan Robert Hickey
Pamela Andrea Hicks
Michael Lee Hobbs
John Paul Hochbeurm III
Kristy L. Horner
Andrea Michelle Houghton
Craig S. Houston
Kimberlee Nicole Houston
Paul Joseph Howaniec
Misako Ichikawa
Chisatsu John Jack
summa cum laude
Charles Thomas James**
Yeeching Jong
Stephanie Marie Johnson
Marm J. Jonslow
Brian David Kaplan
Joseph Michael Kelly
Joel, J. Klein
Michael James Klepzig
Kenneth John Krak
Tiffany Schyne Kocher
Amy Leigh Koppe
Nicholas Paul Kopp
Bradley Eugene Korn
Brian M. Kroeger
Rodrigo Lçois, Jr.
Benjamin Allan Lehman**
Christopher Robert Linetian
Amy Renee Lipe
Chloete Litneye
Nichola Sloy Lussdhom
Jason Curtis Majdich
Thomas A. Major
Matthew Dennis Masar
Kimberlee Irene Mast
Carmen cum laude**
Aron Scott Matt
Dawna Lynn McCorkle
Ryan Thomas McCollod
Megan Marie Miller
Amanda R. Hocking
Amanda Lynn Hilt
Todd Holsapple
Danielle Marie Hicks
Bruce Anthony Hewlett
Sarah Elizabeth Hodgdon
Shane C. Hunter
Gerald B. Hocnick
Sleepsha Marie James
Timothy Dean Huey
Heather Jane Ingram
Kathryn Irene Humphrey
Ashley Elizabeth Huth
Timothy Car! Jones
Heather Jane Ingram
Kathryn Irene Humphrey
Catena L. Jeffcoat
Sara Gordon E. Meddles
Lee Killam
Colleen Anne Monroe
John Andrew Laury
Justine Lynn Lundin
Joseph C. Magni
Jeffrey Kenneth Marks
Mitchell Robert Lounsberry
Heather Rae Leach
Cortney Eeb Long
Heather LaMie Long
Jason Anthoriy McClcan
Mark Wayne Mavity
Tracie Y. McKenzie
Emil W. Menke
Mamie Elaine McNeill
Sara Gordon E. Meddles
Lee Killam
Colleen Anne Monroe
John Andrew Laury
Justine Lynn Lundin
Joseph C. Magni
Jeffrey Kenneth Marks
Mitchell Robert Lounsberry
Heather Rae Leach
Cortney Eeb Long
Heather LaMie Long
Jason Anthoriy McClcan
Mark Wayne Mavity
Tracie Y. McKenzie
Emil W. Menke
Mamie Elaine McNeill
Sara Gordon E. Meddles
Lee Killam
Colleen Anne Monroe
John Andrew Laury
Justine Lynn Lundin
Joseph C. Magni
Jeffrey Kenneth Marks
Mitchell Robert Lounsberry
Heather Rae Leach
Cortney Eeb Long
Heather LaMie Long
Jason Anthoriy McClcan
Mark Wayne Mavity
Tracie Y. McKenzie
Emil W. Menke
Mamie Elaine McNeill
Sara Gordon E. Meddles
Lee Killam
Colleen Anne Monroe
John Andrew Laury
Justine Lynn Lundin
Joseph C. Magni
Jeffrey Kenneth Marks
Mitchell Robert Lounsberry
Heather Rae Leach
Cortney Eeb Long
Heather LaMie Long
Jason Anthoriy McClcan
Mark Wayne Mavity
Tracie Y. McKenzie
Emil W. Menke
Mamie Elaine McNeill
Sara Gordon E. Meddles
Lee Killam
Colleen Anne Monroe
John Andrew Laury
Justine Lynn Lundin
Joseph C. Magni
J
ALPHA'S FANTASTIC SUBLEASES:
3 bdrm $640/mo, avail Jan 1; 3 bdrm $800/mo, avail Jan 1; 2 bdrm $550/mo, avail Jan 1. For more information, call the website @457-9174.

DON'T GET ONE OF Alpha's places last time! Get a lease now! Alpha's walking list is still small, send us your information below if you are interested in any of the Alpha's properties. Email us your information to info@www.alpharentals.net.

2 bd rm in BEARLE DR, 2 car garage, dishwasher, w/d, quiet, pleasant look, available, contact 547-8154 or evenings 547-9897.

3 bdrm, 1 bath, $457/mo, avail Jan. 20. For more information, call the website @457-9174.

2 bd rm inевENy, w/d, quiet, pleasant look, available, contact 547-5631. For more information, call the website @457-9174.

2 bd rm, w/d, heat pump, deck, very clean, available, contact 549-4808.

2 bd rm in Logan, close to SIC, 529-4444.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

PRIVATE ROOMS SETTING 2 bdrm, extra-clean, 2 car garage, w/d, 2 decks, 534-2508.

PRIVATE ROOMS SETTING 2 bdrm, extra-clean, 2 car garage, w/d, 2 decks, 534-2508.

PETS ALLOWED 1 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8342.

PETS ALLOWED 1 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8342.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.

PETS ALLOWED 2 bdrm, quiet, available, contact 549-8290.

TRAVEL BURBANK, 457-8164.

FEMAALY TO SHARE 2 bdrm Morningside. 545-8240, if interested call 545-8240.

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & translt drivers w/16 sem hrs exp req, call 549-5832 or 457-5700.
College of Liberal Arts

Bachelor of Arts

Currie Ann Allison
Matthew James Ambo
Matthew Allen Anderson
Steven Patrick Ann
Jason Anthony Ascencio
Amanda CaCowards Ashby
Anne Marie Austin
James Edward Smiley Jr.
Ann Raab
Aaron Charles Barrow
Jesse N. Bowerer
Allison Grace Brayton
Aaron Verdell Call
Lindsey Marie Dorrance
Edward C. Bunis
Lindsey Marie Dorrance
Andrea Lynn Kimble
Jeffrey Mark Young, Jr.
Heather Dawn Williams
Nathan Tandy Adloff
Gavin Oneal Willoughby
Robby Patrick Newland
Cody Anhur Gebhan
Heather Rose Williams
Lee Ann McDaniel
Treyous Reed
Jeffrey John Kaiser
Jeffrey John Kaiser
George Ryan Holton
Leslie Renee Nims
Maudia Diana Victorian Newman
De S. Norris
Timberla Queen Osborn
Kayeode Ghola Opyedo
Lan Se Pang
Leslie Renee Parks
Candace J. Parmenter
Kathleen Elliott Parich
magna cum laude
Leilani Peace
Jonathan Scott Pellegrin
Chelsea Poholson
Jed M. Pope
Karen L. Quick
Lisa Ann Haley
Joshua Ian Roms
Gian Carlo Andree Remigio
Monica Reese Reutter
Vanessa Hoyt
Christopher Stephen Rhymers
magna cum laude
Christina Lynne Riggs
Carla Leigh Ring
Timothy Scott Rittenhouse
James Lynn Robbins
Frank Alan Seedwater
Emery Samson-Scott
James George Sanger
Pamela Sue Satter
magna cum laude
Tilly Ann Sawyer
Linda Sue Scheriger
Emery Salamandra
magna cum laude
Amy Marie Shupp
Crystal D. Shvedov
Scott Michael Shapiro
Catherine Jean Shells
cum laude
Peter Sylvia Stonerovitch
Kyle Christopher Slankard
Cade J. Smith
Erin Lee Smith
Ingrid James Marie Smith
James Edward Smith
Dadey Carlos Smith
Iris Lynn Stamps
Adam Edward Staniszewski
Brian Michael Steinshard
Kathleen Helen Stewart
Jeffrey Alan Strakeljahn
CaryEllen Beth Sutton
Matthew Ryan Taitt
summa cum laude
Tomita Tanaka
Lanysa Thomas
Lori Ann Thompson
Naomi Lynn Tolley
Thomas Matthew Travers
Lash Kathleen Tyng
Leroy L. Vinson
Martha Vazquez
Stadie Bae Vaught
Alyssa Courtenay vonLanken
cum laude
Brett E. Lane
Erik Paul Langar
Erik Allen Lenz
John David Leonard
Lucas Scott Lavett
Ammon L. Logan
Emily Marie Lengemann
Brian Richard Lorenc
Teresa S. Love
Rachel L. Lottrell
Austin Richard Mack
Michelle Ann Mainzer
Elinas M. Martinez
Ashleigh Mcalister
Alyson Manush
Scott David Mayer
Amanda Dale Meyville
Karina MacIntosh
Richard Alexander McGrey
Grant Delano Melchion
magna cum laude
Nathanial Md Noh
William John Menzies
Jasitke Kay Mehan
Manuksy Miyazawa
Gabriel Montalvan
Johanna Rose Morgan
Theodore Giles Thurston Morris
Laura Ann Morse
Jason Philip Moulton
Andrea Lynne Murphy
Richard Joe Naboth
Ryan Patrick Newland
Erika Rose Nielsen
Lea Dallas
Nicole B. Nicklas
Jamekia Dawn Ward
Jennifer Lynn Leavitt
Tesheka Miyosha Lee
Leslie Renee Parks
James Howard White
James Timothy Vielogen
William Edward Wesselowski II
Hercules Jacob Cre jegt Wessels
James Howard White
Timothy Jeffrey Whiting
John Owen Willard
Karen Williams
Scott Allan Wilson
Thomas J. Winters
magna cum laude
Kyle Travis Winenger
Jonathan Frank Wolff
Jesse Nathaniel Wink
Stephen Michael Wright
Mark Theodore Zimmerman
Matthew Joseph Zipprich

Bachelor of Science

Janice A. Ashby
Nafay Feyz
magna cum laude
Erin R. Beverly
Anniekatharina Marie Bond
Nina Marie Buccarini
Shelley Lee Cauden
cum laude
Mary Elizabeth Craven
Joanna Beth Creighton
Lauren Joy Cretzy
Tristan Arnaud Dierick
Valerie Lynn Duker
summa cum laude
Anthony G. Dustin
Daw M. East
Eric George Elgan
Edward A. Edgeworth, Jr.
Joseph B. Filbert
Carolan A. Fosh
Candice Anise George
Mindy Jean Goss
summa cum laude
Maree Gaborone
Sherwanda Lenis Harley
Dorothy Mae Harris-Terrell
Aaron Grice Harvey
Cada Shanille Hill
Heather Elizabeth Hoffman
Sophie Elizabeth Kinship
Allison Lynh Lach
Stephanie Jo Lawrence
Jennifer Lynn Leavitt
Sasha Marissa Lee
Treyous Reed
Michael Thomas McAndrew
Angela Annette McMath
Scott Brian Myers
Lauren Allen Nelson
Saan Michael Nezoog
Julia R. O'Neill
Angelo Robinson Pellum
Seung-Woo Pang
Michael John Petruck
summa cum laude
Martin John Ritz
Ryan Robert Rothermel
Lance Rosvick
Rochelle Marie Sarrens
Sandra Kaye Schenk
Buddy Eugene Sellers
Tequila Monique Sims
Pavel Joseph Sicpicks
Gregory David Siwek
Meghan Maureen Smith
Lisa Marie Todd
Jason Wayne Vincent
Courtney Elaine Walker
Christopher Douglas Walsh
Leslie Marie Wasko
Kiley Jo Whitman
Kjetil Ann Wieric/n
Henry Lyndal Wofford

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Nathan Tandy Aldoff
Scott Dukat Bennett
Wulan Ewe Budy
Lars Daniel Brown
Jan-Wen Choi
Timothy Kyle Coffman
cum laude
Elizabeth Anne Copeland
Jonathais Arthur Devonshorsch
Elizabeth Anne Duncan
Car. James Finn
Kate Collins Ford

Alissia Marie Heilmann
Rick Jamie Hurda
Darryl Eugene Johnson
Jeffery John Kaiser
JaAnna Elizabeth Kirhofs
cum laude
Jeffrey Lawrence
Amy Rene Legner
Ming-Feng Liu

Kathryn Renee Merin
Robert Keith McFall
Joseph Alan Miskinis
Samuel Oliver-Lee Moore
Steve A. Mourey
Sara Marie Nemetz
Kelly Marie Pickers
Christopher Joseph Reynolds
Rockwell W. Richard
Alan M. Vazquez
cum laude
Jasmin Daniel Walker
cum laude
Jason D. Ward

Bachelor of Music

Hannah Christine Bertelli
Anthony Joseph Erasum
Photos Haidjarzade
Jon"eier Lenzy Herzng
summa cum laude
Jeffrey Dell Valpeter

Bachelor of Science
Graduate School

Doctor of Philosophy

Salam Naser/AdGhade
Economics, Dr. Selahattin Dibooglu
Essays on the Behavior of the Oil Market and OPEC

Michael William Allen
Philosophy, Dr. Richard M. Alexander
William James: Social Philosopher

David McArthur Baker
Education-Workforce Ed. & Development, Dr. Alvin R. Pennam
Occupational Choice: Adolescents’ Interests and Perceptions of Tourism and Hospitality Careers

Sandra Negbi Bebe
Education-Health Education, Dr. Mark J. Kittleson

Kelly S. Bender
Molecular Biology, Microbiology and Biochemistry, Dr. Laurie A. Achenbach
The Genetics of (Psycho)lbrate Reduction

Todd Edward Bernhardt
Sociology, Dr. Mark A. Schmedes
Mechanisms of Class Reproduction: Parental Acquaintance Network Diversity, Occupational Socialization, and Middle School Students’ Mathematical Performance

Michael I. Birting
Education-Workforce Ed. & Development, Dr. Marcia A. Anderson
Community College Faculty Characteristics and Perceptions Regressing Under-Teacher Roles: Differences between Colleges Involved and Those Not Involved in a Continuous Improvement Process

Tonya Lynn Schrader Buttry
Education-Workforce Ed. & Development, Dr. Alvin R. Pennam
Relationships Among Selected Variables as a Measure of Success in an Associate Degree Registered Nurse Program

Yuqiu Cheng
Psychology, Dr. Margaret Stockdale
An Examination of the Moderating Effect of Team-Fit on the Relations between Team Heterogeneity and Team Performance

James Harley Cook, Jr.
Education-Educational Psychology, Dr. Mark J. Kittleson
A Description of Core Group Leadership Skills through a Modified Delphi Technique

Alcira Teresa Dobreskova
Psychology, Dr. Michael W. Collett
Effects of Deaf-Friendly on LMO4 and NFI Transcriptional Regulators, the Effects of Deaf-Friendly in Human Rhabdomyosarcoma and Analysis of Methylation-Dependent Gene Regulation of Deaf-F and DAS

Joshua Daniel Doolin
Economics, Dr. Subhash C. Sharma, Dr. Kevin Sylvester
Divisia Indexes and Money Demand Function in Malaysia

Raghunath Das
Engineering Science, Dr. Vijay K. Puri
An Analysis of Test on United States in the Baseline Formation and the Lissage Formation in the Texas Gulf Coast

Linda Sue Denison
Engineering Science, Dr. Edijus J. Hippo
Simultaneous Production of High Syrgas and Carbon Dioxide From Syrgas

Mohammed Abdulhamid Syed Elbanna
Business Administration, Dr. Richard A. Rivera, Dr. Lisa A. Owens
An Empirical Model of the Relationship between the Environmental Remediation Regulation Recognition and Accounting Accruals and the Effect on the Earnings Response Coefficient

Gregory Knight Etrusden
Education-Educational Administration, Dr. Randy J. Dunn, Dr. Samuel Goldman
Characteristics of Selected Fundraising Programs: Case Studies of Two Carnegie Research Extensive Universities

Diane Rose Fox
Psychology, Dr. Lisabeth DiLalla
The Role of Motivation and Inter-Event Considerations on Infants’ Formation of Vinal Expectations

Tawanda Maria Greer
Psychology, Dr. Kathlenes, Chadwick
Predominantly White and Predominantly Black Institutions: A Qualitative Examination of Student Issues and Problems

Kyun Han
Engineering Science, Dr. Frances M. Siepneski
Fractal Antennas

Haslinda Ibrahim
Mathematics, Dr. Walter D. Walls
A Family of Designs for Triads and Related Factorizations

My Abdessemed Kassene
Plant Biology, Dr. Khalid Meksem, Dr. Andrew J. Wood
Whole Genome Linkage Map and QTL Mapping in Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.)

Bruce Elliott King IV
Economics, Dr. Phillip Graber
Economic Freedom and Productivity Change in Developed and Developing Countries

Nancy Lee Kozou
Education-Educational Leadership, Dr. Mark J. Kittleson
Organizational Responses by the Health Education, Department (1935-1967) and School Health Division (1967-1974) of the American Association for Health Education to Societal and Professional Needs

Yu-Feng Lin Lee
Economics, Dr. Selahattin Dibooglu
The Optimum Currency Area in the Pacific Rim

Jason A. Leiser
Sociology, Dr. Diane E. Tashi
Fear of Crime in the City: A Multivariate Analysis of Perception of Community Safety in Twelve U.S. Cities

Stephanie Poole Martinez
Speech Communication, Dr. Nathan P. Steely
Crack Pipes and T’Cellie: An Ethnography of Communication in a Residential Community for People Living with HIV/AIDS and Addiction

Manish Paliwal
Engineering Science, Dr. Ajay M. Mahajan
Development of a Fiber-Layer Model for the Brake Pad-Runner Interface for Noise and Vibration

Brent Adam Payne
Education-Curriculum and Instruction, Dr. Douglas Bedell, Dr. D. John McIntyre
Presented Perceptions for WJU Level Engineering Technology Skills

Sandep C. Fingle
Pharmacology, Dr. Vichram Ramkumar
Cytoprotective Role of Adenosine Receptors in HIV-1 Induced Neuropathy
Congratulations to the Graduating staff of The Daily Egyptian

Graduating Newsroom Staff

Tripp J Crouse
Ethan Erickson
Jackie Keane
Todd Merchant
Annie Dentamaro

Graduating Advertising Staff

Rob Allen
Amanda Bickell
Ryan Wiggins

Graduating Classified Staff

Erin Bilyeu

We are going to miss all of you.
Thanks for all of your hard work and good luck in the future.
Master of Business Administration
Swee Kay Ang
Business Administration
Thomas Frederick Brink
Business Administration
Susan Chioho
Business Administration
Roschita Correa
Business Administration
Aja Dalal
Business Administration
Michael S. Dean
Business Administration
Imad El Filali
Business Administration
Paula Sarah Faustbaum
Business Administration
Deborah Lee Flens
Business Administration
Axl Horen
Business Administration
Katherine Hummel
Business Administration
Mack Neil Jobe, Jr.
Business Administration
Krysten Janice Jordan
Business Administration
Venkatamma Kasuramu
Business Administration
Deborah Early Marshall
Business Administration
Jason Beck Nerrey
Business Administration
Nahurine P. Persad
Business Administration
Ashley Lauren Powell
Business Administration
Jason Miguel Powell
Business Administration
Usualo Fviake Rakozi
Business Administration
Mary Katherine Russell
Business Administration
Malvina Scheffer
Business Administration
Steven Francis Smith
Business Administration
Maritos Sandra
Business Administration
Arminoldi Vialetta
Business Administration
Venkata Chandra Raju Vemula
Business Administration
Vas Te Yu
Business Administration
Master of Fine Arts
Carlo Ciolfi
Mass Communication and Fine Arts
Kenneth P. Cobb
Art
Teresa J. Kramer
Communication Writing
Shawn Anthony Rodriguez
Art
Dennis Yi
Art
Master of Music
Sara Helen Alatia
Music
Susan Byrd Stearns
Music

Master of Public Administration
Eugenio A. Kalynga
Public Administration
L’Erin Cameron Ragin
Public Administration
Dean Edward Raslin
Public Administration
Master of Science
Gregory May G. Acuna
Animal Science
Anthony Eugene Adams
Special Communication
Aszandé Désiré Adam
Economics
Fábio Ferreira Alami
Electrical Engineering
Runa Alaw
Rehabilitation Counseling
Rakeshnaan Anantabhal
Electrical Engineering
Srikanth Anjeval
Electrical Engineering
Ramprasad Anuranadha
Electrical Engineering
Kimberly A. Austin
Zoology
Seryn Hoon Back
Electrical Engineering
Anand Balachandra
Electrical Engineering
Amy Elizabeth Backwell
Rehabilitation Counseling
Catherine Anne Ramsey
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Christopher R. Blattel
Forestry
Kimberly Ann Brasson
Molecular, Cellular and Systems Physiology
Lynn De Briscoe
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Murali Ganeshwar
Computer Science
Livy M. Coo
Agricultural Economics
Greg B. Corn
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Scott W. Cranick
Molecular, Cellular and Systems Physiology
Jeremy Edward Davis
Food and Nutrition
Steve M. Denson
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Yogeshwar Dwivedi
Electrical Engineering
Kimberly Marie DeQuis
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Jaspal Singh Dhanoa
Electrical Engineering
Matthew Joseph Diplop
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Ting Da
Computer Science
Bikash Dube
Mining Engineering and Electrical Engineering
Majid A. El-Allami
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Nagar Gopal El-Din El-Baharsawy
Electrical Engineering
David M.H. Egghehver
Behavior Analysis and Therapy
Marcia Dawn Featherston
Behavior Analysis and Therapy
Mit Laila Pertu
Forestry
John H. Feker
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Angela M. Fallkamp
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Rashad Karim Gangla
Electrical Engineering
Santosh Ravi Geddamuri
Electrical Engineering
Sivaranjini Gubballapu
Electrical Engineering
John William Hendrix
Mathematics
Catherine Margaret Harris
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Steven D. Harris
Forestry
Terica Hathaway-Doyle
Rehabilitation Counseling
Debra Penner Hemb
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Nadine Michelle Heck
Zoology
Kok-Wai Hee
Mechanical Engineering
Carlos Maria Henria
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Brian Matthew Hicks
Zoology
David Louis Howard
Rehabilitation Counseling
Jodi Leigh Isaacs
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Joy Elizabeth Johnson
Past and Soil Science
Vinod N.N Kaly
Electrical Engineering
Kalpana Devi Kalossov
Electrical Engineering
Brandon James Karraker
Mechanical Engineering
Kimberly Rose Kaszniarski
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Razi Khan Venkata Raza
Electrical Engineering
Nicole L. Kowalski
Communication Disorders and Sciences
Vijay Manikanadu Krishnamurthy
Electrical Engineering
Sherin Konane
Electrical Engineering
Remia Rae Shaw
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Subhayan Deb Mukherjee
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Nancy S. Murali-Fagge
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Denise Lynne Smith
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
German Soz
Computer Science
Joyce Moore Spald
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Carla Dawn Stiggles
Food and Nutrition
Mandy Lee Stone
Zoology

Electrical Engineering
Kalpan Nallamala
Electrical Engineering
Carla Jean Niel
Rehabilitation Counseling
Tapovan Ajay Dix
Manufacturing Systems
Karthik Pichai
Electrical Engineering
Anandaraman Purushothaman
Electrical Engineering
Ramkuth Radapati
Electrical Engineering
Srinidhi Ramachandran
Electrical Engineering
Arnold Emanuel Ransom
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Jaret Totten Read
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Nadine Michelle Heck
Zoology
Brian Robert Scheidt
Geology
Jeremy Stephen Scott
Physics
Remia Rae Shaw
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Subhayan Deb Mukherjee
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Nancy S. Murali-Fagge
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Denise Lynne Smith
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
German Soz
Computer Science
Joyce Moore Spald
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Carla Dawn Stiggles
Food and Nutrition
Mandy Lee Stone
Zoology

Apurra Subramaniam
Electrical Engineering
Blasko Stefan Stajek
Manufacturing Systems
Linda S. Swick
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Amiral Gehrig-Sabber
Towel and Remedial Mathematics
Cathy Toney
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Aimee Lynn Trejo
Plant Biology
Pazvo Vadas
Electrical Engineering
Nora Marie Vande Poel
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Preme Leela Vishveshara
Electrical Engineering
Bertha Lea Waddy
Rehabilitation Counseling
Xudong Wang
Mechanical Engineering
Hope Catherine Warren
Communication Science
Rehabilitation Counseling
Malakie S. Wells
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Richard Daniel West
Physics